The Corporate and Foundation Relations (CFR) team within the Office of Advancement circulates this bi-weekly digest of private philanthropic funding opportunities. Please contact the CFR team to strategize on any of these requests for proposals (RFPs) or get additional information.

**AGING**

**Clinician-Scientists Transdisciplinary Aging Research (Clin-STAR) Coordinating Center**
- Clin-STAR Aging Research Development and Training Awards; for faculty; Associate Professor or higher; early; $50K/yr x 1yr; 3 awards/yr; [https://clin-star.org/research-dev-training-awards](https://clin-star.org/research-dev-training-awards); 5/1/2024 LOI

**RRF Foundation for Aging**
- Advocacy Grants; Organizations may submit only one Letter of Inquiry per deadline, common exceptions include LOIs submitted by separate departments of large universities; $ unspecified/yr; Contact CFR for more information; [https://www.rrf.org/apply-for-a-grant/](https://www.rrf.org/apply-for-a-grant/); 5/1/2024, 11/1/2024, 2/1/2025 LOI
- Professional Education and Training Grants; Organizations may submit only one Letter of Inquiry per deadline, common exceptions include LOIs submitted by separate departments of large universities; $ unspecified/yr; Contact CFR for more information; [https://www.rrf.org/apply-for-a-grant/](https://www.rrf.org/apply-for-a-grant/); 5/1/2024, 11/1/2024, 2/1/2025 LOI
- Research Grants; Organizations may submit only one Letter of Inquiry per deadline, common exceptions include LOIs submitted by separate departments of large universities; $ unspecified/yr; Contact CFR for more information; [https://www.rrf.org/apply-for-a-grant/](https://www.rrf.org/apply-for-a-grant/); 5/1/2024, 11/1/2024, 2/1/2025 LOI

**AUTISM**

**Simons Foundation**
- Pilot Progression Award; for faculty; PhD, MD; $300K/yr x 3yrs; [https://www.sfari.org/funding-opportunities/](https://www.sfari.org/funding-opportunities/); 6/18/2024

**BASIC SCIENCE**

**John Templeton Foundation**
- Large Grants (Defined as greater than $234K which tend to be multi-million awards, will fund multiple awards in each area of interest); for faculty; Please contact the CFR group before submitting an LOI as we have a relationship with this foundation and work with applicants prior to submissions; $ unspecified/yr x 3yrs; [https://www.templeton.org/grants/grant-calendar](https://www.templeton.org/grants/grant-calendar); 8/16/2024 LOI
- Small Grants (Defined as requests for $234K or less); for faculty; Please contact the CFR group before submitting an LOI as we have a relationship with this foundation and work with applicants prior to submissions; $ unspecified/yr x 3 yrs; [https://www.templeton.org/grants/grant-calendar](https://www.templeton.org/grants/grant-calendar); 8/16/2024 LOI

**BIOMEDICAL**

**W.M. Keck Foundation**
- Research Program; for faculty; $400K/yr x 3yrs; 10-12 awards/yr; The foundation will only respond to one centralized point of contact in the Office of Advancement -- Please contact Dave Reynolds in the Office of Advancement to learn more about the pre-application counseling process that the Keck Foundation offers by telephone (step 1 of the proposal process) and the requirements for a Keck Foundation concept paper -- Dave is soliciting concepts for a telephone consultation in the next cycle, and UMass Chan may submit up to four concept papers -- The next deadline listed is for a Phase 1 application which occurs following a successful telephone consultation;
Open Philanthropy Project
- Human Health and Wellbeing; early to established; $ unspecified/yr; https://www.openphilanthropy.org/focus/scientific-research/human-health-and-wellbeing/; rolling

Pew Charitable Trusts
- Pew Latin American Fellows in the Biomedical Sciences; for post-doctoral; Obtain a PhD and/or MD by February 2025, but not before June 4, 2019 -- not have started postdoctoral training in the U.S. prior to September 1, 2023; $30K/yr x 2yrs; 10 awards/yr; https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/projects/pew-latin-american-fellows; 8/14/2024; **UMass Chan Recipients:** 2015 Gina V. Caldas, PhD; 2014 Alejandro Vasquez Rifo, PhD; 2012 Juan Fuxman Bass, PhD
- Pew Scholars Program in the Biomedical Sciences **Limited Submission**; for faculty; Assistant Professor; As of Sept. 5, 2024, run an independent lab and hold a full-time appointment at the rank of assistant professor; $75K/yr x 4yrs; http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/projects/pew-biomedical-scholars/program-details; The internal deadline from the Office of Research is forthcoming; See https://umcms.infoready4.com/ for more information; LOI; **UMass Chan Recipients:** 2021 Summer Thyme, PhD; 2016 Jun Huh, PhD; 2014 Brian A. Kelch, PhD; 2011 Thomas G. Fazzio, PhD; 2010 David A. Guertin, PhD; 2005 Lambertus van den Berg, PhD; 2000 Phillip D. Zamore, PhD; 1995 Craig C. Mello, PhD; 1992 John M. Leong, MD, PhD

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

Peter and Elizabeth C. Tower Foundation
- Strengthening Partner Capacity Grants; $30K/yr x 1yr; 11 awards/yr; Please contact the CFR group before submitting an LOI as we have a relationship with this foundation and their geographic scope is limited within parts of Massachusetts; https://thetowerfoundation.org/what-we-fund/apply-for-a-grant/; 5/22/2024, 10/9/2024

DERMATOLOGY

American Acne and Rosacea Society (AARS)
- AARS Research Scholar Award; for faculty; Instructor through Associate Professor; MD and/or PhD, DO: MD must have completed a US dermatology residency program and have at least 2 years of experience in research, PhD must have completed at least 2 years post-doctoral training; $75K/yr x 1yr; https://acneandrosacea.org/grant-opportunities; 5/31/2024

DISABILITIES

WITH Foundation
- Open Grants (To provide financial support to organizations that promote comprehensive healthcare for adults with developmental disabilities); $100K/yr x 1yr; https://withfoundation.org/grant-guidelines/; 4/12/2024 LOI; **UMass Chan Recipients:** 2016 Carol Curtin, PhD

EDUCATION

Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation
- Catalyst Awards for Transformation in Graduate Medical Education; for faculty, fellow, resident; $100K/yr x 1yr; 6 awards/yr; Please contact Dave Reynolds in CFR before July 19, 2024 if you are interested in applying so he can consult with the foundation; https://macyfoundation.org/our-grantees/catalyst-awards?utm_source=website&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Catalyst+Awards+CFA+2023; 9/15/2024; **UMass Chan Recipients:** 2024 Stacy Potts, MD

The Spencer Foundation
- Research Grants on Education: Small; for faculty; $50K/yr x 1yr; http://www.spencer.org/small-research-grants; 4/30/2024

ENDOCRINOLOGY

Manpei Suzuki Diabetes Foundation
- International Prize for Diabetes Research; mid to established; ADA, EASD, JDS or other scientific society members; $200K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; https://www.manpeisuzukiprize.org/; 7/1/2024

GASTROENTEROLOGY

Kenneth Rainin Foundation
- Early Career Catalyst Award; for faculty; Assistant Professor; early; $100K/yr x 5yrs; 2
North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology & Nutrition (NASPGHAN Foundation)

- NASPGHAN Foundation Advanced Fellowship Training in Pediatric Endoscopy; early to mid; MD, DO; Within ten years of their GI fellowship training, NASPGHAN member; $75K/yr x 1yr; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 8/1/2024
- NASPGHAN Foundation Mid-Level Career Development Award; for faculty; Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor; mid; MD, PhD, MB, ChB, MBBS, DO; Be at least five years from first faculty appointment, NASPGHAN member; $50K/yr x 2yrs; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 7/1/2024
- NASPGHAN Foundation/Abbott Nutrition Advanced Fellowship Training in Pediatric Nutrition; MD, DO; Within ten years of their GI fellowship training, NASPGHAN member; $75K/yr x 1yr; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 8/1/2024
- NASPGHAN Foundation/Acresta Research Award for the Study of Pediatric Pancreatic Disease and Malabsorption for Fellows and Junior Faculty; for faculty; Associate Professor, Professor; mid; MD, DO, PhD, MD/PhD; No more than five years from fellowship completion, NASPGHAN member; $75K/yr x 2yrs; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 7/1/2024
- NASPGHAN Foundation/AstraZeneca Research Award for Disorders of the Upper Gastrointestinal Tract; for faculty; early to established; MD, DO, PhD, MD/PhD; NASPGHAN member; $75K/yr x 2yrs; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 7/1/2024
- NASPGHAN Foundation/Celliac Disease Foundation Celiac Research Young Investigator Development Award; for faculty; Associate Professor, Professor; early to established; MD, DO, PhD, MD/PhD; No more than five years from fellowship completion, NASPGHAN member; $75K/yr x 2yrs; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 7/1/2024
- NASPGHAN Foundation/George Ferry Young Investigator Development Award; for faculty; Associate Professor, Professor; mid; MD, DO, PhD, MD/PhD; No more than five years from fellowship completion, NASPGHAN member; $75K/yr x 2yrs; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 7/1/2024
- NASPGHAN Foundation/QOL Medical Research Award For the Study of Disorders Associated with Carbohydrate Maldigestion/Malabsorption in Children; for faculty; early to established; MD, DO, PhD, MD/PhD; NASPGHAN member; $75K/yr x 2yrs; [https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/](https://naspghan.org/research/naspghan-foundation-grants/); 7/1/2024

GENETICS

FamilieSCN2A Foundation

- Action Potential Grant; for faculty, post-doctoral, clinical resident; early; A newly appointed faculty member within 1-3 years of having been appointed to their first tenure-track faculty position; $75K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; [https://www.scn2a.org/professionals.html#](https://www.scn2a.org/professionals.html#); 4/1/2024 LOI
- Hodgkin-Huxley Research Grant; $ unspecified/yr x 1-2yrs; [https://www.scn2a.org/professionals.html#](https://www.scn2a.org/professionals.html#); rolling LOI

The RYR-1 Foundation

- Individual Investigator Research Grant Awards; $ unspecified/yr; [https://ryr1.org/grants](https://ryr1.org/grants); 5/18/2024

GLOBAL HEALTH

American Association of Physicists in Medicine

- Global Health Research Seed Funding Grant; 10 years or less since receipt of a terminal research degree or medical physics residency, whichever is later (excludes those who have reached Associate Professor level; includes Postdoctoral Fellows with mentors and Research Scientists with mentors), AAPM member; $25K/yr x 1yr; [https://aapm.secure-platform.com/gaf/page/GlobalSeed](https://aapm.secure-platform.com/gaf/page/GlobalSeed); 3/18/2024 LOI

HEALTH CARE

Genentech

- Health Equity Innovation Fund; $250K/yr x 3yrs; [https://www.gene.com/good/giving/corporate-giving/requests-for-proposals](https://www.gene.com/good/giving/corporate-giving/requests-for-proposals); 4/15/2024

Gladys Brooks Foundation

- Grants for Educational Institutions, Hospitals and Clinics; $150K/yr x 1yr; [http://www.gladysbrooksfoundation.org/guidelines.html](http://www.gladysbrooksfoundation.org/guidelines.html); 5/31/2024

Health Assessment Laboratory (HAL), an affiliate of the Medical Outcomes Trust

- Alvin R. Tarlov & John E. Ware Jr. Doctoral Dissertation and Post-Doctoral Awards in Patient Reported Outcomes; for post-doctoral, pre-doctoral; $25K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; [http://www.hal-health.org/awards](http://www.hal-health.org/awards); 5/25/2024
**Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF)**
- Pioneering Ideas: Exploring the Future to Build a Culture of Health (To influence health equity in the future focusing on the future of evidence, future of social interaction, future of food, future of work); $100K/yr x 1-3yrs; [https://www.rwjf.org/en/grants/active-funding-opportunities.html?o=1&us=1](https://www.rwjf.org/en/grants/active-funding-opportunities.html?o=1&us=1); rolling

**HEMATOLOGY**

**American Society of Hematology (ASH)**
- ASH Bridge Grant Program; for faculty; MD, PhD, MD/PhD; ASH member; $150K/yr x 1yr; 10 awards/yr; [https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training](https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training); 5/1/2024; **UMass Chan Recipients:** 2013 Lucio H. Castilla, PhD; 2013 Merav Socolovsky, MD, PhD
- Fellow Scholar Award; for post-doctoral; early; MD/DO, PhD, MD/DO-PhD; ASH member; $50K/yr x 2yrs; [https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training/scholar-award](https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training/scholar-award); 5/1/2024 LOI; **UMass Chan Recipients:** 2012 John Pulikkan, PhD
- Fellow to Faculty Scholar Award; for post-doctoral; early; MD/DO, PhD, MD/DO-PhD, ASH member; $62,500/yr x 2yrs; [https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training/scholar-award](https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training/scholar-award); 5/1/2024 LOI
- Junior Faculty Scholar Award; for faculty; Assistant Professor; mid; MD/DO, PhD, MD/DO-PhD, ASH member; $75K/yr x 2yrs; [https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training/scholar-award](https://www.hematology.org/awards/career-enhancement-and-training/scholar-award); 5/1/2024 LOI

**National Bleeding Disorders Foundation (formerly the National Hemophilia Foundation)**

**IMMUNOTHERAPY**

**Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society (PIDS)**
- Stanley and Susan Plotkin and Sanofi Pasteur Fellowship Award; for post-doctoral; MD, MD/PhD, DO; Be a first-year fellow in an accredited pediatric infectious diseases fellowship training program in North America, PIDS member; $50K/yr x 2yrs; 1 award/yr; [https://pidsfoundation.org/awards/fellowship-and-research-awards/](https://pidsfoundation.org/awards/fellowship-and-research-awards/); 4/1/2024

**NEPHROLOGY**

**Oxalosis and Hyperoxaluria Foundation (OHF)**
- OHF Global Registry Initiative; $ unspecified/yr x 1-2yrs; [https://ohf.org/research/grants-funding/](https://ohf.org/research/grants-funding/); rolling

**NEUROLOGY**

**Alzheimer's Drug Discovery Foundation (ADDF)**
- Drug Development; for faculty; $5M over multiple yrs; [https://www.alzdiscovery.org/research-and-grants/funding-opportunities](https://www.alzdiscovery.org/research-and-grants/funding-opportunities); 5/13/2024, 9/30/2024 LOI; **UMass Chan Recipients:** 2017 Evgeny Rogaev, PhD; 2016 Paul Thompson, PhD
- Neuroimaging and CSF Biomarker; for faculty; $600K/yr x 1yr; [https://www.alzdiscovery.org/research-and-grants/funding-opportunities](https://www.alzdiscovery.org/research-and-grants/funding-opportunities); 5/13/2024, 9/30/2024 LOI
- Prevention; for faculty; $5M over multiple yrs; [https://www.alzdiscovery.org/research-and-grants/funding-opportunities](https://www.alzdiscovery.org/research-and-grants/funding-opportunities); 5/13/2024, 9/30/2024 LOI

**Brain Aneurysm Foundation**
- Research Grant; early to established; $50K/yr x 1yr; [https://www.bafound.org/apply-for-a-grant/](https://www.bafound.org/apply-for-a-grant/); 5/3/2024

**Hydrocephalus Association Network for Discovery Science (HANDS)**
- Accelerator Award; for faculty; mid; Member of the HA Network for Discovery Science (HANDS); $85K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [https://hands.hydroassoc.org/ha-grants/?_gl=1"4fuji9b"_ga"MTMwNz10ODY5M14xNjc3MjQxMDM1*_ga_5RG9S6GZ6V*MTY3Nzl0MTAznC4XLJeUz3Nzl0MTA0NC4wLjAuMA..; 3/28/2024 LOI
- Innovator Award; for faculty; early to established; Member of the HA Network for Discovery Science (HANDS); $50K/yr x 1yr; multiple awards/yr; [https://hands.hydroassoc.org/ha-grants/?_gl=1"4fuji9b"_ga"MTMwNz10ODY5M14xNjc3MjQxMDM1*_ga_5RG9S6GZ6V*MTY3Nzl0MTAznC4XLJeUz3Nzl0MTA0NC4wLjAuMA..; 3/28/2024 LOI

**International Progressive MS Alliance**
Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research (MJFF)
- Therapeutics Pipeline Program (Clinical & Pre-Clinical) **Deadlines Updated**;
  Accepting LOI's on a rolling basis throughout the year with four deadlines for invited full proposals on 1/11/24, 3/14/24, 5/16/24, 7/18/24; $250M-$666,666/yr x 1-3yrs;
  https://www.michaeljfox.org/funding-opportunities; rolling LOI

Morton Cure Paralysis Fund
- Research Grant; $75K/yr x 1yr; https://mcpf.org/grant-applications/; 4/30/2024, 10/31/2024

Target ALS
- In Vivo Target Validation 1 (Biospective TDP43 Delta NLS); https://www.targetals.org/grants/; 5/10/2024

ONCOLOGY

Children’s Cancer Research Fund
- Accelerating Impact for Hard to Treat Cancers Award; for faculty; $125K/yr x 2yrs; https://childrenscancer.org/awards/; 4/5/2024 LOI
- Eliminating Disparities in Childhood Cancer Award; for faculty; $125K/yr x 2yrs; https://childrenscancer.org/awards/; 4/26/2024 LOI
- Healthy After Cancer: Childhood Cancer Survivorship Research Award; for faculty; $125K/yr x 2yrs; https://childrenscancer.org/awards/; 4/26/2024 LOI

Gastric Cancer Foundation
- Seed Grants for Early-Stage Research; for faculty; early to established; $100K/yr x 1yr; 2 awards/yr; https://gastriccancer.org/research/early-stage-research-grants/; 3/29/2024 LOI

The Mark Foundation for Cancer Research
- Emerging Leader Award; for faculty; early; MD, PhD; Applicants must be three to eight years from the start of an independent faculty research appointment as of December 31, 2024; $250K/yr x 3yrs; https://themarkfoundation.org/emerging-leader-award/; 4/29/2024 LOI

Ovarian Cancer Research Alliance (OCRA)
- Collaborative Research Development Grant – Microsoft AI for Health (CRDG-AI); for faculty; $300K/yr x 3yrs; https://ocrahope.org/research-for-researchers/apply/; 3/27/2024 LOI
- Collaborative Research Development Grant (CRDG); for faculty; $300K/yr x 3yrs; https://ocrahope.org/research-for-researchers/apply/; 3/27/2024 LOI
- Early Career Investigator Grant (ECIG); for faculty; Assistant Professor; early; MD/DO and/or PhD; Should be in the first seven years of their first academic appointment after having completed their fellowship or post-doctoral training (Assistant Professor or equivalent), individuals who will begin such a position by July 2024 are eligible for this grant; $150K/yr x 3yrs; https://ocrahope.org/research-for-researchers/apply/; 3/27/2024 LOI
- Health Equity Research Grant; early to established; PhD, ScD, MD; $100K/yr x 2yrs; https://ocrahope.org/research-for-researchers/apply/; 3/27/2024 LOI
- Mentored Investigator Grant (MIG); for clinical, post-doc fellows; MD/DO and/or PhD; PhD applicants must be no more than 5 years out of their terminal degree at time of application (e.g. terminal degree must have been awarded during 2019 or later), MD/DOs and MD/PhDs must be currently enrolled in a fellowship program; $100K/yr x 1yr; https://ocrahope.org/research-for-researchers/apply/; 3/27/2024 LOI

Prostate Cancer Foundation (PCF)
PCF Challenge Awards; for faculty; MD, DO, PhD, MD-PhD, DSc, ScD, DDS, DMD, MBBS; Should be composed of at least 3 investigators capable of providing unique scientific expertise to the solution of this significant problem in prostate cancer research -- may be assembled from one institution, or several institutions; $500K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.pcf.org/science-impact/for-researchers/open-rfas/; 4/8/2024 LOI

Worldwide Cancer Research
- Project Grants; for faculty, post-doctoral; PhD, MD; Three years research experience, or equivalent qualification for research experience; £91,666/yr x 3yrs; https://www.worldwidecancerresearch.org/for-researchers/; 4/2/2024
- Research Grants; for faculty, post-doctoral; PhD; £91,666/yr x 3yrs; https://www.worldwidecancerresearch.org/for-researchers/our-application-process/; 4/2/2024

PEDIATRICS
Gerber Foundation
- Novice Grants; MD, PhD candidates, PharmD candidates; In a residency or fellowship training program or those who are no more than one year post training; $30K/yr x 1yr; Please contact the CFR group before submitting an LOI as we have a relationship with this foundation and work with applicants prior to submissions; http://www.gerberfoundation.org/how-to-apply/; 5/15/2024, 11/15/2024 LOI; UMass Chan Recipients: 2023 Courtney Birchall, MD
- Research Grants; $30K/yr x 1yr; Please contact the CFR group before submitting an LOI as we have a relationship with this foundation and work with applicants prior to submissions; http://www.gerberfoundation.org/how-to-apply/; 5/15/2024, 11/15/2024 LOI; UMass Chan Recipients: 2012 Penny Feldman, MD

PHARMACEUTICAL
PhRMA Foundation
- Faculty Starter Grant - Drug Delivery; for faculty; PhD; Within the first five years of independent status; $100K/yr x 1yr; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/faculty-starter-grants/; 5/1/2024 LOI
- Faculty Starter Grant - Drug Discovery; for faculty; PhD; Applicants must be within the first three years of their independent status; $100K/yr x 1yr; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/faculty-starter-grants/; 5/1/2024 LOI
- Faculty Starter Grant - Translational Medicine; for faculty; PhD and/or MS; Applicants must be within the first three years of their independent status; $100K/yr x 1yr; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/faculty-starter-grants/; 5/1/2024 LOI
- Postdoctoral Fellowship - Drug Delivery; PhD, PharmD, MD; Within the first five years of postdoctoral studies at the time the award begins; $60K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/postdoctoral-fellowships/; 5/1/2024 LOI
- Postdoctoral Fellowship - Drug Discovery; PhD, PharmD, MD; Within the first five years of postdoctoral studies at the time the award begins; $60K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/postdoctoral-fellowships/; 5/1/2024 LOI
- Postdoctoral Fellowship - Translational Medicine; PhD, PharmD, MD; Within their first five years of postdoctoral studies at the time the award begins; $60K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/postdoctoral-fellowships/; 5/1/2024 LOI
- Predoctoral Fellowship - Drug Delivery; Applicants should expect to complete their PhD requirements in two years or less from the time funding begins; $30K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/predoctoral-fellowships/; 5/1/2024 LOI
- Predoctoral Fellowship - Drug Discovery; Applicants should expect to complete their PhD requirements in two years or less from the time funding begins; $30K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.phrmafoundation.org/grants-fellowships/predoctoral-fellowships/; 5/1/2024 LOI

PSYCH
Cures Within Reach
- Clinical Repurposing Research to Impact Veterans/Military; $75K/yr x 1yr; https://www.cureswithinreach.org/programs/funding-opportunities-rfps/; 5/8/2024 LOI

International Center for Responsible Gaming
- Research on the Language and Messaging of Prevention and Responsible Gambling Programs; PhD, MD; $134,166/yr x 3yrs; https://www.icrg.org/information/apply-for-icrg-funding; 6/3/2024

PUBLIC POLICY
Commonwealth Fund
- Advancing Medicare; $ unspecified/yr x 1yr; https://www.commonwealthfund.org/search?search_api_fulltext=Advancing%20Medicare; rolling LOI

**PULMONOLOGY**

**CHEST Foundation (American College of Chest Physicians)**
- COPD Research Grant; early to established; Special consideration will be given to young investigators and applicants in early stages of their career, residents/fellows/other health care researchers with relevant experience or practicing physicians who have completed their post-graduate training within the last 7 years, CHEST member; $30K/yr x 1yr; https://www.chestnet.org/membership-and-community/grants#AvailableGrants; 4/22/2024
- Critical Care Medicine Research Grant; early to established; Special consideration will be given to young investigators and applicants in early stages of their career, residents/fellows/other health care researchers with relevant experience or practicing physicians who have completed their post-graduate training within the last 7 years, CHEST member; $50K/yr x 3yrs; https://www.chestnet.org/membership-and-community/grants#AvailableGrants; 4/22/2024
- Cystic Fibrosis Research Grant; early to established; Special consideration will be given to young investigators and applicants in early stages of their career, residents/fellows/other health care researchers with relevant experience or practicing physicians who have completed their post-graduate training within the last 7 years, CHEST member; $50K/yr x 1yr; https://www.chestnet.org/membership-and-community/grants#AvailableGrants; 4/22/2024
- Nontuberculous Mycobacteria Diseases Research Grant; early to established; Special consideration will be given to young investigators and applicants in early stages of their career, residents/fellows/other health care researchers with relevant experience or practicing physicians who have completed their post-graduate training within the last 7 years, CHEST member; $30K/yr x 1yr; https://www.chestnet.org/membership-and-community/grants#AvailableGrants; 4/22/2024
- Sleep Medicine Research Grant; early to established; Special consideration will be given to young investigators and applicants in early stages of their career, residents/fellows/other health care researchers with relevant experience or practicing physicians who have completed their post-graduate training within the last 7 years, CHEST member; $50K/yr x 1yr; https://www.chestnet.org/membership-and-community/grants#AvailableGrants; 4/22/2024
- Young Investigator Research Grant; early to established; Special consideration will be given to young investigators and applicants in early stages of their career, residents/fellows/other health care researchers with relevant experience or practicing physicians who have completed their post-graduate training within the last 7 years, CHEST member; $50K/yr x 1yr; https://www.chestnet.org/membership-and-community/grants#AvailableGrants; 4/22/2024

**RADIOLOGY**

**Focused Ultrasound Foundation**
- General Awards Program; early to established; $100K/yr x 1yr; https://www.fusfoundation.org/for-researchers/about-our-awards/general-awards-program/; rolling LOI

**RARE DISEASE**

**LAM Foundation**
- Established Investigator Research Grant; for faculty; $50K/yr x 3yrs; https://www.thelamfoundation.org/Investigators/Grants/Grant-Opportunities; 6/15/2024 LOI
- Francis X. McCormack, MD, Career Development Award; for faculty, post-doctoral; MD, PhD; Be no more than 120 months (10 years) from receiving their terminal research degree or end of post-graduate clinical training; $60K/yr x 3yrs; https://www.thelamfoundation.org/Investigators/Grants/Grant-Opportunities; 6/15/2024 LOI
- Pilot and Feasibility Grant; for faculty, post-doctoral; $50K/yr x 1yr; https://www.thelamfoundation.org/Investigators/Grants/Grant-Opportunities; 6/15/2024 LOI

**Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI)**
- Addressing Rare Diseases Topical PCORI Funding Announcement – Cycle 2 2024; $2.4M/yr x 5yrs; https://www.pcori.org/funding-opportunities/announcement/addressing-rare-diseases-topical-pcori-funding-announcement-cycle-2-2024; 6/4/2024 LOI

**REHABILITATION**

**Foundation for Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation**
- Scott F. Nadler PASSOR Musculoskeletal Research Grant; Applicant and/or at least one
co-investigator must be members of the American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (AAPM&R); $30K/yr x 1yr; https://foundationforpmr.org/research-grants-2/; 5/1/2024

**REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH**

**Male Contraceptive Initiative**
- David Sokal Innovation Awards; $100K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.malecontraceptive.org/funding.html#currentfunding; 5/13/2024 LOI
- Development Awards; $200K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.malecontraceptive.org/funding.html#currentfunding; 5/13/2024 LOI
- Postdoctoral Fellowship Program; Must be either pursuing a PhD or employed as a postdoctoral trainee with a research focus applicable to contraception; $60K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.malecontraceptive.org/funding.html#currentfunding; 5/31/2024
- Predoctoral Fellowship Program; Must be either pursuing a PhD or employed as a postdoctoral trainee with a research focus applicable to contraception; $40K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.malecontraceptive.org/funding.html#currentfunding; 5/31/2024

**RHEUMATOLOGY**

**Arthritis Foundation**
- Rheumatoid Arthritis Large Research Award; for faculty; Up to and including Associate Professor; early to mid; PhD, MD; $150K/yr x 3yrs; https://www.arthritis.org/getmedia/07e93189-03b4-4ea1-b990-722b42e67ad9/2023-RA-RFP-FINAL.pdf; 5/21/2024 LOI
- Rheumatoid Arthritis Pilot Research Award; for faculty; Up to and including Associate Professor; early to mid; PhD, MD; $75K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.arthritis.org/getmedia/07e93189-03b4-4ea1-b990-722b42e67ad9/2023-RA-RFP-FINAL.pdf; 5/21/2024 LOI

**Lupus Research Alliance**
- Translational Bridge Award; for faculty; MD, PhD, DO; $225K/yr x 2yrs; https://www.lupusresearch.org/for-researchers/funding-opportunities/; 4/29/2024 LOI

**Sjogren’s Syndrome Foundation, Inc.**
- Dynamic Grants; MD, PhD, DDS, OD; $ vary/yr x 1-2yrs; https://www.sjogrens.org/home/research-programs/research-grants; rolling LOI
- Partner Research Award; MD, PhD, DDS, OD; $ vary/yr x 1-2yrs; https://www.sjogrens.org/home/research-programs/research-grants; rolling LOI

**SPINE**

**Wings for Life Spinal Cord Research Foundation**
- Accelerated Translational Program (ATP) Clinical Trials; $ unspecified/yr; https://www.wingsforlife.com/uk/research/application/; rolling LOI
- Individual Research Grants - Postdoctoral; 100.000 €/yr x 3yrs; https://www.wingsforlife.com/uk/research/application/; 9/1/2024 LOI
- Individual Research Grants - Predoctoral; 60.000 €/yr x 2yrs; https://www.wingsforlife.com/uk/research/application/; 9/1/2024 LOI
- Individual Research Grants - Technicians; 45.000 €/yr x 2yrs; https://www.wingsforlife.com/uk/research/application/; 9/1/2024 LOI
- Project Research Grants; for faculty, post-doctoral; early to established; 130.00 €/yr x 2yrs; https://www.wingsforlife.com/uk/research/application/; 9/1/2024 LOI; UMass Chan Recipients: 2023 Yang Xiang, PhD

**SURGERY**

**Mendez National Institute of Transplantation Foundation**
- Research Grant Program (MNITF RGP); early to established; $75K/yr x 2yrs; 3-6 awards/yr; https://www.mnitf.org/about-the-research-grant-program/; 8/15/2024, 11/1/2024 LOI

**Triological Society**
- Triological Society/American College of Surgeons Clinical Scientist Development Grants; for faculty; MD; Must be Associate Fellows or Fellows of the American College of Surgeons; $80K/yr x 5yrs; 2-5 awards/yr; https://triological.org/page/clinical-scientist-development-awards/; 5/15/2024

**VISION**

**Glaucoma Research Foundation**
- Shaffer Grants for Innovative Glaucoma Research; $55K/yr x 1yr; https://glaucoma.org/research/shaffer-research-grants/; 7/15/2024 LOI

**International Retinal Research Foundation**
Research Grants; for faculty; PhD, MD, DO, DDS, DVM; $100K/yr x 2yrs; [https://irrf.org/; 5/15/2024; UMass Chan Recipients: 2018 Michael Volkert, PhD; 2017 Michael Volkert, PhD; 2014 Claudio Punzo, PhD; 2013 Claudio Punzo, PhD

The Alston Callahan, M.D. Postdoctoral Scholar Award in Basic Science; for post-doctoral; PhD, MD; No more than three years of postdoctoral training will be accepted; $35K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [https://irrf.org/] 3/15/2024

The Charles D. Kelman, M.D. Postdoctoral Scholar Award; for post-doctoral; PhD, MD; No more than three years of postdoctoral training will be accepted; $35K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [https://irrf.org/] 3/15/2024

The Loris and David Rich Postdoctoral Scholar Award; for post-doctoral; PhD, MD; No more than three years of postdoctoral training will be accepted; $35K/yr x 1yr; 1 award/yr; [https://irrf.org/] 3/15/2024

**WOMEN’S HEALTH**

_Lalor Foundation_

- Anna Lalor Burdick Grant Program in Reproductive Health; $35K/yr x 1yr; [http://lalorfound.org/?page_id=9; 5/1/2024, 11/1/2024 LOI

All proposals that require the Office of Sponsored Programs’ review and approval prior to submission should be submitted at least five (5) business days prior to the deadline for internal routing.
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It is important that anyone submitting check with the Office of Sponsored Programs to ensure that any other internal requirements are met before submitting.

If you have any questions or would like to consult on an application, please click “Send an Email” below and a member of the Office of Advancement team will respond. If someone forwarded you this message and you would like to subscribe, please send a blank email.

Next Publication: Friday, March 22, 2024